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‘Then You are a King! Pilate said. You say that I Am a King, Jesus answered. For this reason I 
was born and have come into the World, to testify to the Truth. Everyone who belongs to the 
Truth listens to My Voice. What is Truth? Pilate asked. And having said this, he went out again 
to the Jews and told them, I find no basis for a Charge against Him. But it is your Custom that I 
release to you 1 Prisoner at the Passover. So then, do you want me to release to you the King 
of the Jews?’ -John 18:38-39 
 
The purpose of this study is to assess a comment and work of Theologian George H. 
Pember (1837-1910) who wrote, ‘Earth Earliest Ages’. The topic came up on the 
https://rev12daily.blogspot.com/ Blog posted by Brad in how Pember spoke on the 
Revelation 12 Sign Prophetic Significance in his Generation and how that would come 
to be true of that in this present Generation. For sure, he was ahead of his time. Pember 
is credited for espousing the Gap Theory also. It is the notion that the ‘Old Earth’ can be 
reconciled with the ‘New Earth’ based on the careful dissection of Genesis 1:1 and 1:2 
verses. This questioning without and within the Church Body came up as the Scientific 
Revolution cast doubt on the Young Earth Theory that postulated YHVH, the Creator 
GOD made all that is seen and unseen, and Humanity in only 6 Days since Adam.  
 
Pember argued that Earth had ‘Earlier Ages’ and as such, the Earth had already existed 
by the time YHVH got around to ‘re-create’ it for Adam and Eve, Nonetheless, the New 
Science cast enough doubt on Biblical Truth to discredit the literal Creation Account.  
And thus, the Authority of a GOD, who was Moral and expected His Creation to reflect 
this Morality as mandated. One thinks though, that the Generation of Theologians, at 
the turn of the Last Century were forced a hand in having to deal with Darwin, the ‘Old 
Earth’ Theory and the Fossil Evidence arguments. In reality, one suspects, and with 
supported suppositions that it was also more about a Skeptical World rejecting GOD. 
 
It wanted then, as it does now to finally find an ‘excuse’ to no longer believe in the 
Genesis Account of Creation, for example or be Morally Accountable for its Sins. So, at 
that time is when the World made a break from GOD and found a ‘New God’. The 
Substitute? Science. The ‘Scientific Revolution’ came along at this time in Human 
History that sought and still seeks to ‘cast-off’ Christ Jesus and His pesky Believers and 
Followers that are ‘restraining’ Humanity’s Potential for ‘Civilization’, no? In comparison, 
one will continue in this correlation of Generations and Contention between which is 
‘Truth’ ultimately and what People are going to accept as ‘GOD’ for their Morality, Belief 
System and be Accountable to. Based on the current ‘Plandemic’, in one’s assessment, 
that the COVID-19 Mandated Medical Procedures, is a ‘Déjà Vu’ all over Again’. 
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You ‘Criticize Darwin, You Criticize Science.’  
One will argue that what Pember faced then is what the People and the World and of 
Jesus face now. It is the same effort presently, but through the use of a Man-Made 
Virus to achieve the main outcomes of the Powers-That-Be. And that is? Murder by 
Science. And how Science has evolved, i.e., thanks to the Gain of Function attributed to 
Fauci at U.S. Taxpayers expense that is presently implementing their Medical 
Procedures with. It is a ‘War for Truth’, of ‘Whose GOD is GOD’? ‘Trust the Scientists’. 
‘Science is Truth’. Or is it, ‘Trust the Bible’. ‘Jesus is the Truth?’ Can it be both? Sure. 
 
But in Pember’s day, ‘Science’, or rather the Social Sciences in particular, Sociology, 
Psychology, came into prominence and replaced Christianity in the West, at least in the 
Halls of Higher Learning. This would and is affecting most that then graduate as 
Atheists or Agnostics, at best from the Universities that then impute their World View in 
every aspect of Society. And in one’s opinion, the Church fell ‘Asleep at the Wheel’ in 
this regard. Sadly. As it is known, that about 80% of the Youth in Churches ‘Graduate’ 
from ‘Church’ and never come back and are then reinforced in ‘Losing their Religion’ in 
College. One knows, as one works with many of them at the University level. 
 
For such, Christ Jesus, the Bible are no longer the source of Truth and/or True 
Knowledge and Wisdom. And all it took was a ploy from the same Play Book of 
‘Science’ used to deceive Eve, ‘Did GOD really say?’ Did GOD really create?…It was 
essentially Premediated Murder on the part of Lucifer against Humanity. The point? This 
same Luciferian Conspiracy is at play using or rather misusing ‘Science’ to murder or at 
least cull Humanity with COVID. Since the Scientific Revolution, YHVH was been 
escorted out of the Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Physics, and Math Labs in College. 
 
The belief in even an ‘Intelligent Designer’, Religion and Theology have just been 
relegated or housed in the Philosophy Departments at best, ‘under Lock and Key’. True. 
Not that ‘Science’ or these Fields of Studies are in themselves Evil but it is like the same 
argument about a Gun. It is not the Gun that can murder People, but the person that 
murders using a Gun. And a Gun is also used to protect People, etc. But sadly, without 
a sense of Morality, this ‘New Science’ devoid of the GOD of Science has been used or 
misused against Humanity, i.e., Eugenics, Social Darwinism which is the ‘Science of 
Superior Races’. After all, there is no Morality about Murder. It is an issue of survival. 
 
Yet, this New Scientific Technocracy hides its ‘Dark Birth’ as does Planned Parenthood, 
for example that was and is a direct outcome of Darwinian Social Science. In the case 
of Darwin’s work, the 2nd half of Darwin’s Title of the Theory of Evolution, is deliberately 
not quoted. And how Tyrants like Hitter and Stalin, Pol Pot, Mao used this New Science 
even in the way in which the Jews and other People Groups were systematically 
murdered in the Death Camps. It was based on Punch-Card IBM Computer Algorithms. 
Tyrannical Science led to World Wars and the Murder of Millions. Well, in light of the 
present Scientific Misuse involving a Man-Made Virus, one would assess, ‘Here we go 
again’. This is inferring to the Forced Injections and the Mass Terror that is coming off 
the pages of the Same Playbook because it is the same type of People that had tried, 
with success to implement their Protocols against Humanity, and not that long ago. 
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Survival of the Fittest 
Thank Jesus, He told His People about it and His Body on Earth is what is currently 
Restraining the onslaught of the full measure of this Scientific Holocaust, in progress. 
Part of the Gospel Commission is to warn the World of how Humanity will suffer at their 
hands and Medical Protocols, i.e., the Mark of the Beast eventually that will damn 
People to Perdition, etc. But, as Followers of Christ, Jesus gave His Church their Play 
Book and Modus Operandi of who they are and how are they going to pull it off. This 
new Mass Tyranny, brought to you, by Scientism, is made possible thanks to the current 
wonders of new High Technology that Hitler, Stalin, Mao could only have dreamt of.  
 
It is through this current ‘Live Exercise’ of their ‘Scientific’ Medical Injections, 1 person at 
time, that People are being murdered by Science in the Name of Science. This is why 
those that are pushing for the COVID Injections to be given to the Youth and now 
Children do not care who dies. It is all ‘Scientific’ as Natural Selection will determine 
who gets the ‘privilege’ to then Genetically live and be ‘Reset’ to go into their New Brave 
World. And thanks to the other types of Social Sciences, i.e., Social Studies, 
Psychology for example, the Masses have been primed and conditioned in the Public 
State School and Universities, at least in the USA for the coming slaughter. Evidence? 
 
Realize that as mentioned, those that would not be seen as ‘fit’ or deemed worthy 
enough to incorporate or those not willing to be incorporated into their Humanity 2.0 
Reset will just have to be Exterminated. And to the Scientific Tyrants, that is just and 
‘Moral’ as there is no GOD, no Accountability, no Consequences, Eternally. It is just 
Science and the Survival of the Fittest. This leads to Darwin’s 2nd Portion of his Title. 
 
Those who have argued at School Board Meetings over the decades, in the USA, for 
example, that Darwin should be taught in Public Schools are the same that want Drag 
Queen Story Hours and Pedophilia Themed books in the classroom as well. If Parents 
and People only knew the full Title of Darwin’s ‘Theory of Evolution’. Such a Tritest is 
outright about ‘Racism’. But no wonder, as that is what is essentially being taught to the 
impressionable School Aged Students, Scientifically, no less. Then, these same People 
wonder why ‘America is still Racist’? Here is the full Title of Darwin’s break-away Tritest. 
 
‘On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favored 
Races in the Struggle for Life.’ 
 
Now, there is the current uproar of Parents speaking their mind at local School Board 
Meetings, in the USA. They are upset about what is being taught to their Children or 
what is being placed on their Face or Injected into their Body. And rightly so. Many have 
‘Woken-Up’ to the Wiles of the Devil; of the Tyranny of Scientism. Yet, there is always 
that Double Standard that is characterized by such People on the Left that rather 
choose this type of ‘Religion’, ‘Truth’ and listen to the High Priests of Science than to the 
True GOD. And Heaven Forbid there is a Heaven and a True GOD that one will be 
Morally Accountable to and face one day. The Children? Oh, they can be sacrificed. 
They are but ‘Biological Tissue’ and up to the day of birth, can be Aborted or Murdered. 
And the Concerned Parents? Just threatened them with the FBI/Security Agencies. 
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Tyrannical Medical Scientism  
And now anyone that objects or questions this New Scientism and their Medical 
Mandated Tyranny are considered ‘Domestic Terrorists’ or will be. Darwin must 
continue to be taught in the Public Schools. But it is clearly ‘Racist’. Should not the 
‘Woke Mob’ and Cancel Culture Cult realize that Darwin should be banned from schools 
for espousing ‘Racism’? But it is not and will not. Parents and the Public at large will be 
shocked at the Racism propagated by Darwin’s ‘Natural Science’. If People and Parents 
read Darwin’s Origin, they would learn that among Darwin's Scientifically based 
Proposals, was the Extermination of the ‘Negro and Australian Peoples’.  
 
Hello Margret Sanger, Founder of Planned Parenthood. Darwin and such Social 
Scientists considered such Races as ‘Savage’ whose continued survival was, ‘Hindering 
the Progress of Civilization’. Ok, let us consider Australian’s Aboriginals. According to 
research, today, Indigenous People make up 2.4% of the total Australian Population. 
This is about 460,000 out of 22 million People. Australia is approximately the size of the 
continental USA or Europe. Yet, ALL the Aboriginals could fit nicely in the city of Miami, 
Florida. And consider that the vast majority of Australia’s land mass is ‘empty’. 
 
The Australian Aboriginals are minding their own business. How, pray-tell are they a 
threat to the Recourses of Humanity or rather the Satanic Pedophiles that is so 
hampering their ‘Progress and Order’? Enough so that they have to be Exterminated? 
No. Does one see the Evil Luciferian Plot to murder such Peoples, in the Name of 
Science, by Science? They have already done this with other People Groups. Darwin 
even argued that ‘Advanced Societies’, a Code Word for the ‘Elites’ and Luciferian 
Ruling Oligarchy in Power should not waste Time and Money on caring for the Mentally 
Ill, or those with Birth Defects. Consider what George Bernard Shaw stated and 
believed. No disrespect to all you Irish Folk. 
 
Who Bernard Shaw Would Kill 1st. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQvsf2MUKRQ 
 
One’s point? This same Tyrannical Scientism Mindset that became prevalent and 
replaced Biblical World View in Pember’s Generation then is what is being imposed 
now. In this Generation, perhaps the Last as many are convinced of, this same Mindset 
of wanting a ‘Replacement’ of Morality and GOD have been redefined. Enough so on 
the World presently that it has been deceived enough to accept the Scientific Murder of 
Humanity. And this by way of their Scientifically Designed COVID Virus.  
 
It is their same Protocols being used in the current ‘Scientific’ undertakings to prepare 
the Masses for Population Control; China Style as their Reset is  now in progress. How? 
Through their Medical Procedures or COVID Injections and implosion of the Social 
Orders. For what reason? For Population Control. Some Doctors have provided 
evidence, that for example, the COVID Injections will also serve to Sterilize People. It is 
really Eugenics 2.0.In Darwin’s book, The Descent of Man (1871), he ranked Races in 
terms of what he believed was their nearness and likeness to Gorillas. Then he went on 
to propose the Extermination of Races he ‘Scientifically’ defined as inferior. Hello Hitler.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQvsf2MUKRQ
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A Re-Creation is About to Happen: The Rapture 
Realize that the 1st People types to be ‘Exterminated’ in Nazi Germany were the Elderly 
and the Handicapped Children. Sounds familiar? If this were not done, Darwin claimed, 
those Races, having Higher Birthrates than ‘Superior’ Races, would exhaust the 
Resources needed for the survival of ‘Better People’, dragging down all ‘Civilization’. Is 
that not what the Gates, Soros and the Schwab’s of the Luciferian World also espouse 
and have publicly stated? In effect that, ‘The Useless Eaters are exhausting our 
Resources for our Golden Age!’ Their Solution? The Final Solution through their New 
COVID World Order. But GOD. 
 
For Darwin, these ‘Unfit Members’ of the Human Species ought not to survive. The point 
one wants to make is that as People took on the New Mantle of Science, as in the days 
of Pember, it was to Control, Sterilize, Justify and Cull Humanity with. And in their day, 
such Brethren like Muller, Darby and Pember where the ‘Restrainers’, if you will as such 
are also in this day against the Gods and High Priests of COVID ‘Only Sanctioned 
Science’. So, in this Last Generation, presently is just like it was around the turn of the 
Last Century. COVID Science has became the ‘New Religion’, with its New Scientific 
Priests and World View. And it is they only now that can determine what is ‘Truth’. 
 
Now what is only allowed to be heard is this new Mantra to ‘Trust the Science’, ‘Believe 
in the Doctors’, etc. But as to Pember and the discourse within the Body of Christ, there 
is yet another level of Contention as the ‘Natural Sciences’ really did number on the 
Authority of the Word, at least in the West. The Old vs. Young Earth topic is one of 
those that in one’s assessment, is both a ‘Yes and No’ reply and answer. Young Earth? 
Yes…. Since Adam, as a Re-Creation. Genesis clearly teaches that ‘the Earth became 
formless and void’. And thus the 2nd verse is of the account of YHVH taking sorting that 
out from Material that already was created or existing. As to the And Old Earth? Yes.  
 
As Pember alluded in his book based then on Genesis 1:1, Earth indeed had ‘Earlier’ 
Ages. In a video interview referred in the Endnotes, Tom Horn stated in a Prophecy 
Watcher’s episode that Pember was a Plymouth Brethren and a Pre-Trib Rapture 
Teacher as most also have come to believe. But even this point is up for debate. Some 
argue that Pember was not part of the Brethren Movement, but only met with them on 
occasions. Some criticize Pember for teaching a First-Fruit Harvest Rapture scenario. 
Meaning that only ‘Prepared Believers’ or the ‘Bride of Christ’ as opposed to the entire 
‘Body of Christ’ will be Raptured before the Tribulation Period.  
 
He taught to some extent, the perspectives of GH Lang, Govett, DM Panton, Hudson 
Taylor, and Watchman Nee, etc. Nonetheless, a coming day will arrive when a certain 
segment of Humanity will be ‘Evolving’ into a higher realm of existence, the Eternal 
Kind. It will be a Jesus Selection. And this, thanks to the Rapture as promised by Jesus. 
There is a Resurrection and the Human Body that has been ravaged by Sin and due to 
Sin, at the Genetic Level will be transformed to receive, what the Bible teachers will be 
Glorified Bodies. And it will be instantaneously when it occurs. It will not take ‘Billions 
and Billions and Billions of Years’, etc. Thus, the Gap Theory does make sense in one’s 
Mind and reconciles the ‘Old and New Earth Argument, for example.  
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Most do not agree though, in the Church Body that this ‘Reconciliation’ of Earth’s Ages 
could even be possible. This is fine as it is not an issue of Salvation. For many, the 
literal 6-Days of Creation is all-inclusive of what has ever been Created. Period, no 
Ages Past. For such People, it is either a ‘all or nothing’, one or the other. If this be the 
case, then one thinks the Body of Christ is short-changing itself and limiting the realm of 
the possibility and evidence that is corroborated in the Bible, in one’s opinion. Earth did 
have Ages Past that transcends a time before Adam and Eve.  
 
But regardless, the Rapture Theory Woke-Up a lot of People in Pember’s Generation. 
So, in terms of ‘Wake-Up Calls’, prophetic ones at that, like the Revelation 12 Sign has 
been in this present Generation, the Gap Theory and the issue of the Rapture according 
to Darby was just that for Pember’s Generation. And all that was occurring then, as it is 
now simultaneously in the backdrop of a New Science Revolution. However, part of the 
Contention comes from within the Church Body. 
 
For example, most who contend against the Rapture Theory since Pember and Darby, 
have erroneously attributed the ‘Rapture Theory’ as being invented by Darby and not 
the Apostle Paul. Such see the Pre-Tribulation Rapture scenario as only as a ‘recent’ 
Modern Dispensationalist Plot. Probably the best research on the history of the Rapture 
had been done was by Grant Jeffrey. But in every Generation, seems there are sadly 
though within the Body of Christ just as many Detractors or worse than those outside. 
 
So, those that espouse ‘Science’ as the True Salvation for Mankind argue that ‘Religion 
Kills’. Well, so does ‘Science’ and that is what is beginning currently used against 
Humanity, worldwide to murder it, in one’s assessment. It is to accomplish the Luciferian 
Mandate to reclaim his lost Golden Age and prevent the Church and Jesus from taking 
possession of Jesus’ Birth Right on Earth that has now been graciously bestowed upon 
Humanity, that is of all those that receives Jesus as the only Truth, the Way and the 
Life. 
_______________________ 
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